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1 The smoker’s helmet (WORDS)
Professor Makebelieve is giving a presentation on the smoker’s helmet. He doesn’t speak very
clearly, so you can’t hear some of the words properly. Complete the missing words. The phonetic
transcription in brackets gives you an idea what the words or part of the words sounded like.
“Good evening. Today I’m going to present my latest (1)
[…venʃn] – an idea that has (2)

[…tɪveɪtɪd] me for many

months. I call it ‘the smoker’s helmet’! The idea (3)

[…kɜːd] to

me in a restaurant. I saw that people were smoking outside (4)
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[…ɪns] smoking in cafés and restaurants isn’t allowed anymore. That’s
(5)

[ˈraːðə] uncomfortable, especially in winter. However, protecting people from
[…ɔːtəns]. Well, my smoker’s helmet (7)

smoke is of great (6)

[eɪmz] to solve exactly that problem and offers a good practical (8) _______________ […uːʃn]. Now, I
(9)

[…əˈspekt] you want to see how that works, so just let me turn on the OHP.

As you can see, the smoker’s helmet is (10)

[…ˈvaɪdɪd] with a small air pump,

which is attached to the back of the helmet and is (11) _______________ […aʊəd] by a normal battery.
There’s a (12)
(13)

[θɪn] plastic hose which goes from that pump to your nose. It
[…ˈzɔːbz] all the smoke and (14)

[stɔːz] it in a special bag,

which you can easily wear on your back or hide under your jacket. But that’s by no (15)
[…iːnz] the only advantage: the bag can (16)

[…ˈvɜːt] the smoke into fresh air, so

wearing the helmet will turn you into a ‘zero (17)

[ɪˈmɪʃn] smoker’!

The smoker’s helmet will come in all kinds of modern shapes and (18)

[ɪˈnɪʃl] price won’t be too high, so people will surely be able to

The (19)
(20)

[…ɔːd] it. And using the helmet will (21)

become normal, just like taking an (22)

[…ædʒʊəli]

[…elə] when it’s raining! OK, now has

anybody got any questions?”
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[…ɔːmz].
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